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Demonstration of asymmetric electron conduction
in pseudosymmetrical photosynthetic reaction
centre proteins in an electrical circuit
Muhammad Kamran1, Vincent M. Friebe2, Juan D. Delgado2, Thijs J. Aartsma1,
Raoul N. Frese2 & Michael R. Jones3
Photosynthetic reaction centres show promise for biomolecular electronics as nanoscale
solar-powered batteries and molecular diodes that are amenable to atomic-level
re-engineering. In this work the mechanism of electron conduction across the highly tractable
Rhodobacter sphaeroides reaction centre is characterized by conductive atomic force micro-
scopy. We ﬁnd, using engineered proteins of known structure, that only one of the two
cofactor wires connecting the positive and negative termini of this reaction centre is capable
of conducting unidirectional current under a suitably oriented bias, irrespective of the
magnitude of the bias or the applied force at the tunnelling junction. This behaviour, strong
functional asymmetry in a largely symmetrical protein–cofactor matrix, recapitulates the
strong functional asymmetry characteristic of natural photochemical charge separation, but it
is surprising given that the stimulus for electron ﬂow is simply an externally applied bias.
Reasons for the electrical resistance displayed by the so-called B-wire of cofactors are
explored.
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I
n the quest to fabricate nanoscale electronic circuits,
electrically conductive peptides and redox proteins show
potential as single-molecule components such as switches and
gates1–5. Among the many attractions of proteins for nanoscale
electronics are their enormous natural variety and the scope to
use the tools of protein and genetic engineering to fabricate new
biocompatible components with deﬁned electrical and structural
properties. The need to understand how electrons tunnel through
individual protein molecules under an applied bias has been a
driver in the development of techniques such as conducting
atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) and scanning tunnelling
microscopy that can probe the electrical properties of single
molecules ﬁxed between a substrate and an electrically conductive
probe tip6. These techniques are providing insights into how the
electrical properties of a protein are deﬁned by its composition
and structure1–5,7.
Among the diversity of naturally conductive proteins, photo-
synthetic reaction centres (RCs) offer a unique combination of
properties that could lend themselves to multiple applications in
molecular-scale electronics. Under illumination, RCs act as solar
batteries, using harvested light energy to separate charge between
an electron donor at one end of the protein and an acceptor at the
other8–11. This multi-step process occurs with a very high
quantum efﬁciency (charges separated across the RC protein per
photon absorbed) and, in biology, creates a potential difference
that powers an external linear or cyclic electron transfer system.
This fundamentally important energy conversion process has
been extensively characterized, in particular in the RC from the
purple bacterium R. (Rba.) sphaeroides8–10, and it is well
established that RCs of various kinds can be interfaced with
electrode materials for the generation of photocurrents in
biohybrid devices12–14. The particular Rba. sphaeroides RC used
in the present work has been efﬁciently interfaced with
unfunctionalized gold electrodes15, used to generate direct or
alternating photocurrents15,16 and in addition to photovoltaics
per se it has been used for applications such as biosensing17.
The structural and energetic attributes that underpin the high
quantum efﬁciency of photochemical charge separation by RCs
also result in diode-like behaviour. In all RCs, photoexcitation of
a (bacterio)chlorophyll species at one side of the photosynthetic
membrane results in the separation of charge along a ‘wire’ of
redox cofactors. Transfer of the electron along this wire across the
membrane is associated with a drop in reduction potential of at
least 1 V, such that forward electron transfer is very strongly
favoured. Application of C-AFM to oriented Rba. sphaeroides
RCs in the dark and under an applied external bias of appropriate
polarity has revealed that current will ﬂow through the protein
from the electron donor side to the electron acceptor side, with
the current amplitude growing with increasing bias, but unlike a
great many peptides or redox proteins little or no current is seen
if a reverse bias is applied, irrespective of its magnitude18–20. The
same phenomenon has been observed to varying degrees when
the RC is associated with an LH1 antenna protein21,22 and in
Photosystem I from oxygenic photosynthetic organisms23,24.
An open question is the route or routes taken by electrons that
tunnel through the Rba. sphaeroides RC under a favourable
external bias. Following the structural blueprint on which most
photosynthetic RCs are based25–28, in the Rba. sphaeroides
complex a protein scaffold displaying twofold pseudo-symmetry
holds in place two symmetrical wires of redox cofactors that span
the membrane29–31. It is well established that only one of
these wires, usually referred to as ‘active’ or ‘A’, conducts
photochemical charge separation through the protein32. This is
initiated by formation of the ﬁrst singlet electronic state of a
‘special pair’ (P) of bacteriochlorophylls (BChls) located close to
one side of the membrane (P-side). A dissociable ubiquinone
(QB) on the opposite side (Q-side) is then reduced in a four-step
process involving a ‘redox wire’ comprising a monomeric BChl
(BA), a bacteriopheophytin (BPhe—HA) and a non-dissociable
ubiquinone (QA)8–10,33–35. No signiﬁcant level of electron
transfer is observed along the symmetrical B-wire of cofactors
connecting P directly to QB32,36. This strong functional
asymmetry stems from differences in the reduction potential of
equivalent cofactors in the two wires, differences in electronic
coupling between the special pair excited electronic state (P*) that
triggers electron transfer and the two potential acceptors BA
and BB, and possibly also differences in reorganization energy
along the two wires32,36–38. The structural reasons for these
asymmetries are not fully understood, but they stem from
multiple differences in detailed structure of the two polypeptides,
PufM and PufL, which form the scaffold that holds the two
cofactor wires in place30,31. These polypeptides have a similar fold
but are only B33% identical39, facilitating microscopic
asymmetry in a structure with macroscopic symmetry.
The work described below addresses the mechanism of electron
conduction through the Rba. sphaeroides RC under an applied
external bias. Speciﬁcally, we examine whether electron ﬂow
through the protein follows the striking asymmetry displayed by
photochemical charge separation, or can proceed via either of the
cofactor wires that span the protein. The same question hangs
over photocurrent generation by RCs immobilized on
electrodes—there is an assumption that this is a consequence of
charge separation along the A-wire only, but as yet no proof of
this has been presented. These questions were addressed by
selectively breaking each of the two cofactor wires in the Rba.
sphaeroides RC by replacing an alanine side chain by a
bulkier tryptophan at locations that cause the RC to assemble
either without the quinone (QA) that forms one end of the
A-wire40 or the BPhe (HB) that is located halfway along the
pseudosymmetrical B-wire41. The ability of these mutated RCs to
conduct current under an applied potential was examined by
C-AFM and their ability to generate photocurrents was examined
by photochronoamperometry. The ﬁndings throw new light on
the mechanisms by which electrons are conducted through
RCs under illumination or an externally applied potential in
biohybrid architectures, revealing that under both conditions the
conduction of electrons is highly asymmetric.
Results
Engineered RCs with broken electron conduction wires. RC-
enriched membrane fragments were prepared from strains of
Rba. sphaeroides, which lacked light-harvesting pigment proteins
(see Methods). In addition to a strain expressing wild-type RCs,
two variants were used in which either an alanine at the 260
position in the PufM polypeptide was changed to tryptophan
(AM260W) or an alanine at the 149 position was changed to
tryptophan (AM149W). The arrangement of electron transfer
cofactors in the wild-type Rba. sphaeroides RC in two pseudo-
symmetrical membrane-spanning wires is shown in Fig. 1a. For
both engineered RCs, a combination of X-ray crystallography and
spectroscopy has shown that the much bulkier tryptophan residue
takes up volume normally occupied by an adjacent cofactor
(Fig. 1b,c), preventing incorporation of that cofactor into its
binding pocket during assembly of the RC40–43. Hence, it is
clearly established that the QA ubiquinone is not present in the
AM260W RC40,42, breaking the A-wire of cofactors (Fig. 1b), and
the HB BPhe is not present in the AM149W RC41,43, breaking the
B-wire of cofactors (Fig. 1c).
Photocurrent generation by RCs. For photochronoamperomety,
RC-rich membrane fragments were adsorbed onto an
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unfunctionalized gold electrode comprising a 25-mm diameter
glass coverslip coated with a ﬂat (2–3Å root-mean-square
roughness) layer of gold44. The absorbance spectrum of adsorbed
wild-type RCs (Fig. 2a) indicated a coverage of around
2.7 1012 RCs per cm2, which corresponded to 60%–70% of a
full monolayer given the known cross-sectional area of a single
RC. Coated electrodes were immersed into a photoelectro-
chemical cell containing buffer and ﬁtted with a platinum wire
counter electrode and saturated calomel reference electrode.
Maximal cathodic photocurrents were obtained in the presence of
800mM ubiquinone-0 and 80 mM cytochrome c as mediators
(Fig. 2b). Under illumination from a light emitting diode (LED)
centred at 850 nm (intensity 23mWcm 2 at the electrode
surface), a steady photocurrent in the region of 350 nA cm 2
was obtained from adsorbed wild-type RCs after an initial
transient of higher current that decayed over B15 s (Fig. 2b,
black). The transient reverse current observed after turning
off the excitation light is probably due to dissipation of
stored charges in the system, as discussed previously16,45.
Measurements with monochromatic excitation showed that the
current amplitude tracked the absorbance spectrum of the RC in
the near infrared (Fig. 2c).
To investigate for the ﬁrst time which of the two wires of
cofactors contributed to photocurrent generation in a device
setting, electrodes were also prepared with adsorbed membrane
fragments containing either AM260W or AM149W RCs. The
coverage of RCs at the electrode surface was similar to that
obtained with wild-type RCs (Fig. 2a). The absorbance spectrum
of the AM149W RC (Fig. 2a, red) had a relatively low band
amplitude at 760 nm, consistent with the absence of one of the
two BPhe cofactors41. Electrodes coated with AM149W RCs were
able to support photocurrents at a level consistent with that
seen in the wild-type RC (Fig. 2b, red compared with black),
showing that breaking the B-wire had no signiﬁcant impact, but
no current was obtained after breaking the A-wire in the
AM260W RC (Fig. 2c, green). The implication of this is that the
source of the observed photocurrent in the wild-type RC is
charge separation along the A-wire of cofactors to form the
radical pair PþQA (Fig. 1a).
Conduction by RCs under an applied bias. The ability of these
RCs to conduct current under an applied external bias was
examined using C-AFM. A ﬂat and uniformly oriented experi-
mental sample is particularly important for such measurements,
as RCs with random orientation do not show diode-like beha-
viour19,24. Accordingly the Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) technique
was used to deposit RC-rich membrane fragments onto the same
type of unfunctionalized gold electrode as was used for
photocurrent measurements. A solution of RC-rich membranes
(1mg RC per ml) was spread on the air–liquid interface in an LB
trough, the monolayer compressed to a surface pressure of
35mNm 1 and gold electrodes coated by dipping into the sub-
phase at constant pressure (Fig. 3a). The topography of the
deposited RC-rich membrane fragments was examined using
tapping-mode AFM under ambient conditions, revealing closely
packed structures of regular size with a reasonably uniform height
distribution (Fig. 3b).
The electrical properties of the deposited monolayer were
investigated in the tunnelling junction formed by a C-AFM tip
and the gold substrate (see Fig. 3c for a schematic). Current–
voltage proﬁles were measured at various locations, the contact
force exerted by the probe tip being controlled by AFM feedback
in contact mode. A negligible current was obtained at a negative
applied bias (Fig. 3d) with a nonlinear rise of the tunnelling
current at increasingly positive bias (electrons ﬂowing through
the protein from the substrate to the tip). In line with previous
observations on electron tunnelling through redox proteins46, the
tunnelling current at positive bias increased with applied force
(Fig. 3d). Above a maximum tip force of 5 nN, the response
became ohmic, presumably due to breakdown of the membrane
and direct contact between the conducting tip and underlying
surface. Notably, the diode junction behaviour was retained up to
the 5 nN maximum, with no substantial reverse current at the
negative bias. Current–voltage measurements at different
locations on the layer of adsorbed membranes produced similar
proﬁles, the only difference being some variation (up to 25%) in
the absolute magnitude of the response (data not shown). This
consistency indicated that the RCs in the layer of membrane
fragments had a uniform orientation, the polarity of the bias
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Figure 1 | Structures of wild-type and engineered RCs. (a) Two wires of cofactors connect the P-side (positive terminus) and Q-side (negative terminus)
of the wild-type RC. Photoexcitation of the P dimer triggers electron ﬂow along the A-wire (red arrows) forming, sequentially, PþBA , PþHA and PþQA
radical pairs. Electrons exit the complex via the dissociable QB ubiquinone. (b) Overlay of the X-ray crystal structures of the wild-type and AM260W
mutant RCs shows that replacement of Ala M260 by Trp prevents incorporation of the QA ubiquinone due to steric overlap (top), breaking the A-wire
(bottom). (c) Similarly, replacement of Ala M149 by Trp prevents incorporation of the HB BPhe (top), breaking the B-wire (bottom). Key for all panels:
nitrogen—blue, oxygen—red, cofactor carbons—yellow, green, pink or cyan, protein carbons—orange (wild-type RC) or yellow (mutant RC), magnesium—
magenta spheres, iron—brown sphere.
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required for a tunnelling current, suggesting that this orientation
placed the RC P-side (Fig. 1a) closest to the gold substrate (as
depicted in Fig. 3a,c).
Current–voltage proﬁles were also measured for LB-deposited
membranes containing either AM260W or AM149W RCs
(Fig. 4). Remarkably, no tunnelling current was obtained with
AM260W RCs at any applied force up to 5 nN, at which point the
ohmic response was obtained. This demonstrated that the intact
B-wire of cofactors was not capable of conducting measureable
amounts of current at the minimal tip force and could not be
induced to conduct current by increasing that force. This lack of
participation by the B-wire was reinforced in measurements with
the AM149W RC, where the current obtained was similar in
magnitude to that obtained with wild-type RCs, as was its
response to increased positive bias (Fig. 4, red compared with
black) and increased tip force up to 5 nN (not shown).
Discussion
Key to the future manipulation of proteins as electrical
components is an understanding of their conductive and resistive
properties in a biohybrid setting. It is well established that purple
bacterial RCs can be interfaced with conducting electrodes for the
generation of photocurrents and much is known about suitable
combinations of electrode materials, linkers and redox mediators,
but relatively little is known about the actual mechanism through
which photocurrents are generated. Most of what has been
concluded in recent years has been based on indirect evidence
such as the relative redox or vacuum potentials of different
components in a particular electrochemical cell, the direction of
current ﬂow under different potentials applied to the working
electrode, the requirement for speciﬁc types of redox mediator and
the action of a limited number of available inhibitors12–17,47–53.
In the present report, protein engineering has been used to
establish that photocurrent generation by Rba. sphaeroides RCs
interfaced to gold electrodes is dependent on the conventional
mechanism of charge separation in which an electron traverses
the membrane exclusively via the A-wire to form the radical pair
PþQA . The lack of a photocurrent in the QA-deﬁcient AM260W
RC, together with the lack of a measureable impact of the
AM149W mutation, argues against any contribution of photo-
chemical charge separation along the B-wire to the observed
photocurrent, even when the A-wire is broken.
The basis of asymmetric charge separation and the blockage in
photocurrent generation by the AM260W mutation is explored in
Fig. 5, which considers relevant redox potentials on the two
cofactor wires. Asymmetric charge separation following photo-
excitation of the P special pair (purple arrow) is accounted for, in
part (see below), by BB having a more negative reduction
potential than its counterpart BA or the electron donor P*, such
that fast stepwise electron transfer via BA and HA to QA (red
arrows) outcompetes slow 100 ps electron transfer to HB
(probably by superexchange involving BB—grey bent arrow)36,37.
Tuning of redox potentials, and hence free energies of radical
pairs formed along the two wires, has a variety of origins
including speciﬁc hydrogen bond or charge–dipole
interactions36,37, differences in the conformations of BChl
substituent groups54, differences in effective dielectric constant
along the two cofactor wires55 and asymmetries in static electric
ﬁelds arising from charged amino acids56. In the AM260W
mutant, the absence of QA means that electrons that travel to HA
recombine with Pþ (as the main process among other, slower
loss routes), as shown by the red dashed arrow in Fig. 5. However,
the initial branching is not affected by the absence of QA, and so
enhanced electron ﬂow along the B-wire is not seen. Light
therefore mainly powers a futile cycle of formation and
recombination of the PþHA radical pair on the A-wire and no
photocurrent is produced by the AM260W RC. It should be noted
that other factors also contribute to the differences in rate of
equivalent electron transfer steps in the two wires, including
asymmetries in electronic coupling between neighbouring
cofactors38.
Although the ﬁnding that Rba. sphaeroides RCs perform highly
asymmetric photochemical charge separation at an electrode
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Figure 2 | Photochronoamperometry of RC-rich membranes. (a)
Absorbance spectra of RC-rich membranes adhered to gold working
electrodes. (b) Photocurrent response of coated electrodes during 30 s of
illumination (m—light on,k—light off). (c) Comparison of absorbance
spectrum at 5 nm intervals with the action spectrum of photocurrent
density for adhered membranes with wild-type RCs.
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surface is not necessarily surprising, more of a surprise was the
ﬁnding from C-AFM that conduction under an externally
imposed potential difference also showed this behaviour. This
electron conduction operates by a different mechanism that uses
cofactor electronic levels that lie between the Fermi energies of
the conducting tip and substrate1–5, presumably either the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbitals of the cofactors that form the A-
wire, or the highest occupied molecular orbitals of these cofactors
in a mechanism involving hole transfer initiated at the Q-side of
the RC.
For wild-type RCs deposited on the substrate from an LB ﬁlm,
electron tunnelling from the substrate to the tip was consistently
seen at positive bias potentials, which indicates that the RCs
were uniformly oriented with the P-side closest to the gold
substrate. Although LB ﬁlms of puriﬁed Rba. sphaeroides RCs
and RC/antenna complexes have been studied by many
laboratories13,45,57–59, and ﬁlms of intact native membranes
constructed57, to our knowledge LB ﬁlms of membranes
enriched in RCs have not been formed previously. This was
possible in the present study through the use of engineered
bacterial strains that lack the light-harvesting complexes that
dominate the photosynthetic membrane of the wild-type
bacterium60. The RC-rich membrane fragments isolated from
these strains formed LB ﬁlms that, when imaged by AFM,
comprised regularly sized membrane patches of B50 nm
diameter. Based on the uniformity of the response in C-AFM
measurements, we conclude that these membrane patches had a
common orientation in the LB ﬁlm with the P-side of the RC
adjacent to the substrate (Fig. 3a). As the substrate was coated by
dipping this orientation implies that the Q-side of the RC was
exposed to the aqueous phase in the LB ﬁlm, which is consistent
with its larger surface area exposed on this side of the membrane
due to the protruding H-polypeptide (Fig. 3a, and blue shaded
regions in Fig. 3c). Given the dimensions of a single RC, roughly a
7 5 nm ellipse in the plane of the membrane, it is possible that
each membrane patch could accommodate several RCs. In
addition, given the 15-nm radius of curvature of the C-AFM tip,
it is likely to be that the measured tunnelling current was
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supported by several uniformly oriented RCs. A current of 1.4 nA
was measured at an applied bias of 0.8V, and if it is assumed that
this current was mediated by ﬁve RCs then this would correspond
to conduction of one electron per 570 ps. This is compatible with
the well-established lifetimes for membrane-spanning charge
separation in this RC8–10.
In C-AFM of a protein, the size of the current is expected to
depend on the bias voltage (expressed tip relative to substrate),
the length of the protein along the axis between tip and substrate
(Fig. 3c), the height of the tunnelling barrier and the contact area
between the probe and the protein(s) that are providing the
electrical connection to the substrate1–5. The barrier height is
dependent on the composition and structure of the protein, and
will be affected by details such as the spacing and electrochemical
properties of bound cofactors. As outlined in the Introduction,
the diode-like behaviour of the RC can be accounted for by the
large potential drop involved in transferring an electron through
the central region of the protein from the P-side to the Q-side
(Fig. 5). The data outlined above show that a positive bias induces
electron ﬂow along the A-wire, and in an RC oriented with the P-
side closest to the substrate this would be occurring in an
energetically favourable direction. In contrast, a negative bias
would need to overcome the difference of B1V between the
reduction potentials of the quinones and those of the cofactors
near the P-side of the RC (Fig. 5), and so is not observed even
when the tip force is increased to the maximum attainable value
before the integrity of the system breaks down. Without the
participation of the cofactors, there should not be signiﬁcant
electron tunnelling across a 7-nm thickness of protein.
More difﬁcult to understand is the lack of any evidence for
electron conduction along the B-wire under an applied bias. A
trivial explanation could be a lack of the QB ubiquinone in
AM260W RCs, but this can be discounted. In describing its X-ray
crystal structure, McAuley et al.42 commented on the unusually
high degree of occupancy of the QB site in the puriﬁed AM260W
RC and the region around the QB pocket was unaffected by the
changes in structure induced by the alanine to tryptophan
mutation near the QA site42. In addition, the experimental
material used in the present work comprised patches of
photosynthetic membrane rather than puriﬁed protein;
photosynthetic membranes are known to contain high
concentrations of ubiquinone, to mediate intercomplex electron
transfer at high rates, and so the AM260W RC resides in a
quinone-rich local environment.
A possible explanation for the inactivity of the B-wire is that
conduction is initiated by population of the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital of the special pair of BChls to form a P anion
(P ), and that subsequent transfer to either BA or BB is subject to
some or all of the same factors that dictate asymmetry during
light-activated charge separation, with formation of BA being
very strongly favoured due to asymmetries in electronic coupling,
local dielectric constant and/or electron transfer rates. P is a
radical that is not relevant to photosynthesis and, to our
knowledge, the P /P reduction potential has not been measured
or estimated through calculation. However, the experimental
observation that both BA and BB can be fully reduced without any
signiﬁcant reduction of P indicates that its reduction potential
must be signiﬁcantly more negative than that of either BA or
BB61,62. In the absence of QA, electrons that are conducted along
the shortened A-wire cannot exit the protein via the QB site as the
distance is too large between HA and QB to support an
appreciable rate of electron transfer between the two (Fig. 1a).
As a result, electrons would remain trapped on the A-wire
centres. An interesting question that follows from this is why, at a
point where HA and possibly BA and P are reduced, would
electrons not travel along the less-favourable, but intact, B-wire to
produce a measureable tunnelling current. A possible answer is
that the presence of negative charges along the partial A-wire
would lower the reduction potential of P/P to a point where the
reduction of P by the substrate becomes unfavourable. A related
possibility would be a lowering of the potential of BB/BB relative
to P/P such that the ﬁrst step of conduction along the B-wire
becomes unfavourable.
An underlying implication of the above arguments is that
electron injection into the RC by the conductive substrate occurs
only via P and not by direct transfer to BA or BB, and, as a
result, subsequent electron conduction is inﬂuenced by the
asymmetry in the electrical connections between BA/P and BB/P.
Here, the detailed structure of the RC may be crucial, as the BA
and BB BChls are somewhat more deeply buried within
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Figure 5 | Redox basis for asymmetric photochemical charge separation.
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the protein structure than the BChls that make up the P dimer
(see Fig. 6a, which shows the separation between the proximal
edges of the BA/BB BChls (dashed line), P BChls (dotted line) and
the protein surface (solid line)). When viewed from the
periplasmic side of the membrane (Fig. 6b), it is apparent that
the P BChls are separated from the aqueous phase on the
periplasmic side of the membrane by the thickness of a single
layer of amino acids, speciﬁcally a tyrosine and leucine
(highlighted with cyan carbons). In contrast, the BA and BB
BChls are each insulated from the aqueous phase by the
diameter of an amphipathic a-helix. There is a physiological
signiﬁcance of this structural arrangement: one function of the
RC protein being to insulate the cofactors that form the electron
transfer wires from the external phase and so preventing
unwanted redox reactions that could compromise the quantum
yield of charge separation. Only the P dimer and QB ‘termini’
of this wire are exposed to the external redox circuit in the
natural electron transfer system, and our ﬁndings on electron
conduction through the RC shows the same is the case when this
complex protein is incorporated into an artiﬁcial nanoscale
electric circuit, with electron ﬂow between these termini, and
hence between the conducting substrate and tip, subject to
the same striking asymmetric conductance that governs natural
charge separation.
Methods
Biological material. Antenna-deﬁcient strains of Rba. sphaeroides containing
wild-type RCs and the AM260W and AM149W variants were constructed as
described previously40,41,63. Cultures of all three strains were grown under semi-
aerobic conditions in the dark64. Cells harvested by centrifugation were re-
suspended in 20mM Tris (pH 8), lysed using a French pressure cell (Aminco) and
RC-rich membranes isolated by ultracentrifugation through a 15%/40% sucrose
step gradient, as described in detail previously64. Figures describing the structural
basis of cofactor exclusion in the AM260W and AM149W RCs were prepared
using Protein Data Bank entries 1QOV42,63 and 2JIY43, respectively, with
rendering using PyMOL (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.5.0.4
Schro¨dinger, LLC.).
Photochronoamperometry. Semi-transparent working electrodes were prepared
by sputtering a thin layer of gold on 25-mm diameter glass coverslips that had been
cleaned by sonication in methanol for 1 h, rinsed with milli-Q water, dried in a
stream of nitrogen gas and placed in an ozone cleaner for 1 h (PR-100 UV-Ozone
Photoreactor, UVP). A 12-nm-thick gold ﬁlm of was deposited on top of a 1- to 2-
nm-thick molybdenum–germanium (MoGe) adhesion layer using a magnetron
sputtering system (ATC 1800-F, AJA International)65. The sputtering rate was
1.32 nmmin 1 in a 10-mTorr argon environment for MoGe and 9.06 nmmin 1
in a mixure of 10-mTorr argon and 1-mTorr oxygen for gold. The gold layers
obtained were ﬂat (B2–3Å root-mean-square roughness), homogenous and
conductive over the full area of the coated surface. The gold-coated glass coverslips
were stored in a desiccator and used within 1 week of preparation.
RCs were adhered to working electrodes by incubating gold-coated glass
coverslips in a 1mgml 1 solution of RC-rich membranes in 20mM Tris (pH 8)
for 1 h at 4 C, followed by rinsing with 20mM Tris (pH 8) to remove any loosely
bound membrane fragments. Absorbance spectra of adhered RC membranes were
recorded using a ﬁbre-coupled spectrometer (Ocean Optics, HUV4000) equipped
with a charge-coupled device array detector and with halogen and deuterium lamps
as light sources. Coverage was estimated using an extinction coefﬁcient of
2.88 105M 1 cm 1 at 802 nm66.
Photocurrents were measured using a conventional three-electrode setup, with
the coated gold electrode forming the base of the measuring cell. The cell was ﬁlled
with 20mM Tris (pH 8) into which was inserted a saturated calomel reference
electrode and platinum wire counter electrode. Illumination was provided from
below by a shuttered LED with a central wavelength of 880 nm and a bandwidth of
50 nm. The LED was operated at 800mA and 7.6V, and the intensity of light
reaching the surface of the working electrode was 23mWcm 2. Action spectra
were recorded using white light passed through a monochromator; the light
intensity at the surface of the working electrode was 2mWcm 2 at 880 nm. The
wavelength of the excitation light was changed in steps of 5 nm and illumination
was turned on for 10 s at every probe wavelength. Ubiquinone-0 and horse heart
cytochrome c were used as redox mediators.
Conductive AFM. For C-AFM, a solution of RC-rich membrane fragments (1mg
RCs per ml) was spread on the surface of the water in an LB trough (KSV
Minitrough, KSV Instruments Ltd, Helsinki, Finland) and after equilibration a
surface-assembled membrane layer was compressed to a surface pressure of
35mNm 1. A 25-mm diameter gold-coated glass coverslip was vertically dipped
into the water sub-phase at a speed of 1mmmin 1 and a constant surface pres-
sure. The topography of RC-rich membrane fragments deposited in this manner
was investigated using a Nanoscope IIIa AFM (Veeco, USA) in tapping mode
under ambient conditions. Standard silicon nitride cantilevers with resonant fre-
quency of 75 kHz and force constant of 2Nm 1 were used for imaging.
Current–voltage characteristics were measured at a junction fabricated by
sandwiching the layer of adhered RC-rich membranes between a C-AFM tip and
the gold surface. To make them conductive, standard silicon nitride AFM probes
were coated with a thin layer of platinum, using a magnetron sputtering system
(ATC 1800-F, AJA International). The radius of curvature of the probe after
sputtering was B15 nm as assessed by scanning electron microscopy. Tapping
mode AFM imaging was used to locate the RC complexes, after which the tip was
positioned on top of a patch of RC-rich membranes with control of the applied
force. A voltage ramp was applied between the tip and substrate, and the resulting
current was measured. A current-to-voltage converter, mounted very close to the
C-AFM tip, limited current measurements to values of less than ±10 nA.
BA
BB
P
BA BB
Electron donating exterior
P
Figure 6 | Electron ingress at the P-side of the RC. (a) The macrocyles of
the P, BA and BB BChls are shown as spheres with atom colours as for
Fig. 1a. The edges of the macrocycles of the P BChls (marked by the dotted
line) are located closer to the surface of the protein (solid line) than those
of the BA and BB BChls (dashed line). The solid line shows the boundary of
the protein surface in a vertical plane corresponding to the amino acids
highlighted with cyan carbons. (b) View from below of the structural
elements shown in a. The P BChls are separated from the adjacent aqueous
phase by only a single layer of amino acids (highlighted with cyan carbons),
whereas the BA and BB Bchls are more deeply buried within the protein,
each overlaid by an amphipathic a-helix. Key: nitrogen—blue, oxygen—red,
protein carbons—white.
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